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Chapter 1 : Career Day 
 
 

 Today is one of Lost Angeles’s extremely rare “peek days,” only the third or 

fourth Googie Griffin can recall in his twelve years of life. There’s no real rhyme or 

reason to it. Sometimes the city just lucks out in between seasons, allowing citizens a few 

brief glimpses of the sun cleaving through L.A.’s ugly stratospheric shroud. Usually 

there’s nothing but slate gray clouds, all fractus and nimbostratus, horrible overcast 

mixtures of smog and chemicals. The pollution looms gloomy every day, dangling about 

ominously like a dark veil of vapor. So today Googie believes the Lost Angelenos have 

received a blessing from the cosmos. For Googie it’s the closest thing to a miracle, a tiny 

but nonetheless golden opportunity for him to catch a few genuine UV rays. 

  But instead of soaking in some crucial vitamin D, Googie is relegated to the 

prison of Swell-Air Academy’s windowless science wing. It’s homeroom, almost time 

for Friday morning’s announcements. Googie holds his spot at the back lab table, 

resigned to the Global Mogul game on his guyPad. He scrolls a limp finger across the 

screen to outsource millions of hypothetical employees, and then yawns with his mouth 

closed. Googie wishes he could be outside the walls, removed from academy grounds, 

gallivanting around Lost Angeles in search of new prospects. Forget first period 

Historology -- why not travelate around the country and document different regional 

“peek day” traditions? Screw Economics class -- why not sling parasols and SPF 35 to 

menopausal elderweights in Revelry Hills? Blow a fart on fourth period Art -- why not 

utilize solar energy and natural light in artistic pieces? Googie’s always been too much of 

a here-and-now type for school, too much of a doer for the smiths of the academies, who 

seem determined to make him as bored and tired as themselves.  
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 Googie scoffs and hisses an exasperated whine as the Ascending Trill springtone 

chimes all throughout homeroom. He’s forced out of his guyPad game and automatically 

tapped into Principal Billington’s groupshare, a Kaleidoscreen projection called The 

Swell-Air Academy Bulletin. It all starts with some jingle dedicated to Friday morning, a 

type of inspirational propvert they show to the studizens in order to level them before 

learning: Friday. We believe you can Flyday. Way up high in the Skyday. Just promise 

not to Cryday, never tell a Lieday, and always look them in the Eyeday. It’s time to 

straighten up your Tieday, let out a Sighday, and give it your best Tryday. After this little 

diddy provides its supposed morale boost, Billington’s voice chirps thoroughly about the 

LoCal News. There’s a blatant refusal to mention the “peek day.” Apparently, Billington 

finds his own banal memos to be more important: new dress code privileges for year 

eights, changes to the cafeteria menu, eBook codes and prices for the annual Zine Drive, 

required permission slips for the Landline Museum, and finally, an announcement that 

today is Career Day at Swell-Air Academy.  

 Ugh, Googie thinks, Career Day. Also known as Bring-Your-Elderweight-to- 

School-Day. The day when studizens invite parental units to the academy for 

presentations about their quotidian and soul-sucking professions. This alone is vomitous 

enough, but Googie resents Career Day for reasons other than its general drabness and 

blotto blather. He privately dreads it because of his inability to participate.  

 Googie’s elderweights were grant writers and representatives for the LoCal 

government’s sustainability projects, until they both died in a tragic accident when he 

was three years old. While touring upcoming renovations to the Lost Angeles 

Observatory, Clover and Lynx Griffin were crushed by a section of scaffolding that 
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collapsed and fell from the rafters. After several months of delay, the government opened 

the facility to the public with a commemorative Griffin Observatory plaque above the 

front door.  

 Even as a toddler, Googie’s genius was already garnering attention from officers 

in the LoCal Cabinets. All Googie’s known relatives were estranged from the family, and 

orphanage was deemed detrimental to his budding intellectual gifts. So the LoCal 

government decided to raise Googie as a “freshie of the state,” offering him permanent 

shelter and tutelage at the Observatory. The Observatory eventually became a refuge 

from Googie’s notoriety on the outside as the first “Cabinet Baby,” but he learned to 

loathe its confinement. The renovations that caused his elderweights’ death were 

supposed to improve the visibility and viewing quality at the Observatory, but the 

massive amounts of L.A. pollution proved to be overwhelming. Googie grew up with 

very little to observe. The Observatory’s glass panorama seemed perpetually blanketed 

by giant noxious slabs of black and grey. Like Googie was living inside a gigantic 

polluted snow globe that had just been shaken. 

 Googie untaps from homeroom as the morning announcements come to an end. 

Then he taps into the hallway and bootstraps through the grid to Historology, where he 

suffers his first dose of dullard doltage. His Career Day starts with a lecture from some 

elderschmuck they’ve dragged in for Historology, a tweeded dweeb who excavates 

oldfashion streetlights and telephone poles for a living. A runty man who periodically 

pushes glasswork up the bridge of his schnoz. He blusters on and on about the city’s 

connectivity and infrastructure during the wired era, when the world was “getting smaller 

but not too small.” His stutters rise in their fluster as he rants to the studizens, all 
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possessed by zest like he’s getting a total Historology boner. He’s a fossil-loving fossil, 

Googie thinks, the brand of smith he dreads the most. The kind of academic who’s hella 

in love with the past, always fantasizing about some lost golden age or some previous era 

of innocence. The type of weight who never bothers to rectify his criticisms, who would 

rather bitch and moan their laments of the past than work to correct the current culture 

they vehemently oppose. Googie has this yawn-a-saurus rex all figured out -- another 

Luddite who relishes any opportunity to be a relic, a wannabe throwback who takes 

ironic pride in doing something inefficient and outdated. To Googie, this is the literal 

definition of backward thinking. It takes all of Googie’s discipline to remain quiet, to not 

rise suddenly from his desk in outrage, to not rally his peers in a mutinous rebellion.  

 He’s relieved to untap and grab an Aquatine from the cafeteria’s vending wheel. 

The academy’s hyper-conditioned air makes his throat dry and swollen, his skin cracked 

and flaky. Googie pops antihistamines and moisturizes between classes, under the strong 

suspicion that he’s allergic to school. The dust bunnies that cling to the janitor’s push 

broom, the putty wads of chewing gum that caulk the crevices of desks and lockers, the 

asbestos and molds that seep from the plenum space above the ceiling. When Googie 

travelates from the Observatory to school, he feels as if he’s trading one kind of pollution 

for another. He interprets the bodily symptoms as a manifestation of his inner desire to 

improve the environments around him, to purge the world of its uncleanliness. When he 

sees his reflection in the shiny floor tiles of the academy, he dreams of covering the 

whole world in a hot waxy sheen. When he watches SuperSorb being poured over a 

studizen’s vomit, Googie envisions powdering the entire globe in a miraculous pixie dust 

to soak up all its spills and messes. Instead of Googie building immunity over time, it’s 
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the opposite. As the days progress, his somatic responses to Swell-Air Academy worsen 

and intensify. This intolerance is not limited to the grime of the academy grounds. It has 

grown to include allergic reactions to smithery bullshit. Googie tries to stifle and suppress 

his itchy sniffles and tingles, but occasionally an elderweight lectures about something so 

hooey and piffle that Googie involuntarily “sneezes” out a response. 

 This is what happens to him in second period Economics, when another year-

seven named Takashi introduces his famous uncle to the class. Googie instantly 

recognizes the refined Japanese man as Daisuke Ichiban, one of the unlockable characters 

in his Global Mogul game. But he’s not as impressed by Ichiban in real life -- a lithe 

creature with a pencil-thin moustache and eyes that glint with secrets. Tiny microphone 

clipped to his shirt collar. Facial features pasted and drawn to permanence, a boxy suit 

ready to replace his torso. A ventriloquist’s dummy of a man.  

 Little brace-faced Takashi reads his uncle’s credentials off index cards, each word 

separate and flat in robotic dictation. Ichiban is a minority stockholder for several notable 

corporations, such as Brunt & Trust Insurance and Buckshot LANwhips, but more 

recently he inherited the CEO position at Takashi’s grandfather’s startup: Bubble 

Shuttles. Ichiban’s presentation to the class focuses on Bubble’s groundbreaking 

announcements regarding commercial space travel.  

 “It’s no surprise,” Ichiban says, “that our company would want to corner this 

market. It’s low-hanging fruit. There has always been a demand, and we’ve only been 

waiting for liabilities and costs to drop. Wealthy individuals have been booking private 

space launches for decades, but the prices and fine-print waivers were unrealistic for the 

average citizen. Space travel was reserved for the very rich, who were eventually exposed 
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by tabloids and newstainment despite attempts to keep their journeys on the hush hush 

downlow. We’ve moved past this. Bubble Shuttles has spent the last two and half years 

researching innovative technologies in three crucial areas: fuel efficiency, launch time, 

and passenger orientation. Soon enough, citizens will be able to travelate throughout the 

galaxy, lodge at satellite motels, and port for exploration on Mars and the Moon.” 

 After his initial spiel, Ichiban creates a groupshare for the classroom and invites 

each studizen to view a Kaleidoscreen video. Google accepts the tap with a begrudging 

sigh. The video is what Googie calls ‘heckonomics,’ just a bunch of numbers and 

statistics, charts and graphs, the kind of pitch one would play to a conference table full of 

shareholders. It’s so dreadfully dullard that Googie falls into his familiar trance, a 

nauseous inability to maintain focus, an unpleasant churning that flows to the tips of his 

tongue and fingers. He knows it’s another one of his reactions, but this time he decides to 

let it take control. When Ichiban pauses the video to contextualize some data, Googie 

loses his handle on the haps. He snaps the whole classroom out of groupshare doldrums 

by interrupting Ichiban in the middle of his sentence about profit margins.  

 “Ohhhh emmmm geeee,” Googie says. “I mean dude, c’mon, what’s the dill here? 

Like, talk about snoozeville. Like, do you know your audience at all or what?” 

 Harmon, the presiding Economics smith, chastises Googie over the groupshare 

and threatens to send him to the principal’s office. Harmon is a sycophant, a blunted nub 

who fails to notice the stain of blue ink on his own breast pocket. Googie spares him no 

cares whatsoever.   

 “I mean, like, there’s not even muzak or sound FX,” Googie says. “Where are 

your savvy simulations? You’re telling me you have no screenshots of, like, 
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constellations or some other shit like that? That’s what you’re telling me, bruh? There is 

literally nothing to make me feel as if I’m travelating in space.” 

 Harmon flushes red as he squawks further threats, but Ichiban waves him off.  

 “Quite alright, Smith Harmon,” Ichiban says. “I assure you, it’s quite alright.” 

The Japanese elderweight looks pleased, maintaining a constipated, thin-lipped smile. 

“You must be Googie-san. Yes, there’s no doubt. Your reputation precedes you.” 

 “Oh yeah?” Googie says. “Hmm. Not sure I can say the same thing about you.” 

 “The Cabinet Baby,” Ichiban continues, ignoring him, “whose gall is only 

matched by his charming precocity.” 

 Googie taps into his dictionary app to look up ‘precocity,’ and then saves the 

word to his netviews.  

 “Perhaps,” Ichiban says. “Perhaps you should put less of your creative energy 

towards belittling others? Towards condescension? Towards isolating elitism?” 

 Googie looks up ‘condescension’ and ‘elitism’ to double-check their meaning, 

and it’s all confirmed. Ichiban is calling him a prick, and for a second Googie almost 

agrees with him. He’s a “boy genius” who requires a dictionary app for every other word, 

a “wunderkind” who must refocus his attention every few seconds like a highly 

amphetamined lab rat.  

 “Your disapproval of our media is quite obvious,” Ichiban says. “So you must 

have heard about our slogan contest, yes? Where the winner gets free Bubble launches 

for life? Surely, you’re more than just a cultural critic. Surely, Googie Griffin is more 

than just another naysayer. Wouldn’t you like to contribute something to the cause, other 

than jeers and sarcasm?” 
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 The awkward silence of the groupshare is palpable. Googie’s peers in the 

classroom seem unable to react, just frozen in place with their mouths agape. Harmon has 

a shit-snarfing grin on his face, clearly enjoying Ichiban’s attempt to humiliate Googie. 

But Googie is not like any of them. Googie cannot be humiliated. Googie is never 

speechless, never awestruck, never befuddled or dumfounded.  

 As soon as Googie’s brain registers the word ‘contest,’ it begins composing a 

slogan. His ideas come as a chain reaction in his subconscious, where synapses click and 

clack in an organized chaos that even he cannot understand. Sometimes Googie starts 

chirping before he knows what he wants to articulate, and then lets his frontal lobes meet 

his mouth halfway. It doesn’t always work, but on occasion it produces brilliant and 

insightful results. Rhetorically savvy outpourings, delivered with enough homerun 

charisma to convert all listeners into dedicated followers.  

 “It’s pretty obvious what your slogan should be,” Googie says. “Like you said, 

commercial space travel is new to most citz. No doubt they’ll think it sounds too true to 

be good. People already complain about planes and airports, so Bubble will want to 

assure customers that they’ve worked out all the bugs and kinks. You claim to have put 

significant time and funding towards fuel efficiency, launch time, and passenger 

orientation, so why not push that in your advert? Why not address their fears 

by flaunting your innovations? Why not capture those ideas in a clever little rhyme? I 

mean, it’s not exactly rocket science, man.” 

 Harmon is rattled beyond belief, just gawking about in slack-jawed amazement. 

Ichiban raps his knuckles on the podium and titters a little fit of laughter. It’s a tee-hee-
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hee type of playful giggling, as if he’s simultaneously proud and embarrassed by the 

reaction he’s induced. 

 “Yes,” he says. “Yes, Mr. Griffin. If your reputation precedes you, then exceed it. 

That’s what I always say. All that’s left to do is submit your ideas to us.” 

 The double meaning of ‘submit’ is not lost on Googie. Ichiban means the contest, 

of course, but what else? Googie wonders if he’s been targeted, whether this is mere 

coincidence or not. He’s paranoid about Bubble Shuttles, about being recruited and 

abused by elderweights in suits. But perhaps this is a way out of the academy, he thinks, a 

first step towards his early and unofficial graduation. His life has always felt like a party 

invitation, a repeated offer to go backstage and watch the winners sip on their VIP sins. 

Maybe he needs to accept his destiny. Maybe he needs to give into the game, if only to 

change it down the line himself. 

 “Bubble Shuttles,” Googie says, with all the bombastic hype he can muster. 

“Space travel that promises the hustle without the bustle, the muscle without the guzzle, 

and the rumble without the bungle.” 

 Ichiban buries his head into a monitor behind the podium. Googie can see his 

elbows jutting out from the side and bobbing in a typing motion. There’s a hushed pause, 

and then the clatter of stylus and tablet being knocked from a desk. All the studizens 

begin applauding Googie, a slow smattering of claps that gathers into a standing ovation. 

They chant his name, followed by a united clap-clap, clap-clap-clap. Harmon rolls his 

eyes to the ceiling, allows himself a two-fingered golf clap, and becomes lost in the 

whooping mob of freshies.  

 Above their pumping fists, Googie is nearly blinded by the projection of his own 
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words. Ichiban transcribes Googie’s slogan and flashes it across the interface of the 

groupshare. Googie’s words frame the signature Bubble*Shuttles asterisk logo, an 

animated font that dazzles with sparkling flair.   

 “Thank you, Mr. Griffin,” Ichiban says into his microphone, sharp and clear 

enough to cut the static buzzing of the studizens.. “We’ll take that as your formal 

submission.” 
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The Lost Angeles Times                A        3 
 
Tech, Trade, & Traffic 
 
 INSURANCE CONGLOMERATE PLANS TO CONSTRUCT 
 ADVERTISEMENTS IN OUTER SPACE 
 
    BY  Franklin Fulbash @FFulbash 
     updated 4:35 PM PST, Tue June 2 
          
         - -  SWELL - AIR  ESTATES  - -  
 
 When I interviewed Desmond 

Brunt @DesBrunt of Brunt & Trust 

Insurance @Brunt/Trust at his gated 

estate in Swell-Air, I did not expect 

our conversation to open with the 

Great Wall of China.   

 “Choose either legend,” Brunt 

says to me. “The Great Wall as one 

of the few manmade structures visible 

from orbit? Or more remarkably, as 

the only human artifact on Earth 

visible from the Moon?” 

 Before I can choose a 

response, he says: “Don’t bother. 

Both are false.”  

 The two of us laugh about the 

various myths we were taught in 

academy, like Newton and the apple, 

Einstein flunking math, and 

Columbus discovering the earth is 

round. 

 “Right,” Brunt says to me with 

a toothless smile, hair receding into 

the divot of a widow’s peak. “I had 

science teachers convincing me that 

the blood running in my veins was 

really blue.”  

 Brunt leans back into the 

plush leather furniture of his manor’s 

library, and uses the intercom to ask 

his housekeeper for two mineral 

waters.  

 “The Great Wall myth 

bothered me so much as a freshie,” 

he says, “that I eventually did some 

research. Although it spans 7,200 

kilometers, the Wall is constructed 

from materials that make it difficult 

to discern from space.” 
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 “Aha,” I say to him. “Now 

we’re getting somewhere.” 

 “The unglamorous truth,” he 

says, “is that the Wall is only visible 

from low orbit, and only under 

specific sets of weather and lighting 

conditions.” 

 “How disappointing,” I say.  

 “Well yes,” he says. “For the 

Chinese at least.” 

 Brunt’s housekeeper brings a 

tray with mineral waters and organic 

energy bars. He smiles at her, and 

waits until she exits to resume 

speaking. 

 “The Wall myth started in the 

1930’s and persisted into the Space 

Age. After returning from the Moon 

in 1969, Neil Armstrong was 

repeatedly asked whether he could 

see the Wall.” 

 “What did he say? His word 

alone wasn’t enough to diffuse the 

myth?”    

 “Armstrong’s recordings 

remain readily available in NASA’s 

@NASA oral history. He reported 

continents, lakes, and splotches of 

white on blue. But he could not make 

out any manmade structures from the 

lunar surface.” 

` “I guess people believe what 

they want to believe,” I say. 

 “Yes,” Brunt says. “They do. 

Even today, when the Wall has 

deteriorated to a laughable degree. 

Sections near Beijing have been 

restored for tourism, but the majority 

of the structure has crumbled to 

ruins..” 

 “I have a hard time 

believing,” I say, “that you called 

The Times just to chat about Chinese 

architecture.” 

  “I have spent a lot of time 

looking at the Earth from space,” he 

continues, “including numerous 

flights over China. And I’ve never 

seen the Wall.”  

 I attempt to pause the 

conversation in order to ask Brunt his 

reasons for space travel, but he’s 

incessant in his speech.  

 “The problem,” he says, “is 

that the human eye is most sensitive 

to contrast. The color of the Wall is 

not that different from the ground on 

either side of it. I failed to make out 
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the Egyptian pyramids from space for 

the same reason.” 

 He scoffs at himself and 

relaxes his throat for a massive gulp 

of mineral water. 

 “It’s a shame,” he says. “I 

had no problem identifying boring 

stuff - like roads, airport runways, 

and irrigation ditches, simply 

because they stood out in their 

environments."  
  “Mr. Brunt,” I say. “What’s 

all this about? Adverts in space? You 

must know I’m not the only one 

curious about the rumor.” 

 At this point, Brunt’s partner 

Harold Trust @HarTrust enters the 

room. His scruffy sideburns are like 

mossy pieces of tree bark. His suit 

carries the dank waft of mothballs.  

 Trust is accompanied by the 

young artist Roderick “Googie” 

Griffin @GoogieG. Griffin is best 

known for his “habitats,” which 

serve as monstrous interactive 

labyrinths for music festivals like 

Neverdom, TomorroWoods, and 

NewTopia. Griffin wears a shoulder 

sash that’s covered with decorative 

pins for each company or venue in 

his artistic résumé.        

 “With the naked eye,” says 

Griffin, “identifying landmarks like 

the Wall is hardly a guarantee. But 

machines can do a better job. Low-

orbit satellites have sensors that can 

penetrate haze and clouds, making it 

easier to produce clear images from 

huge distances. We plan to exhaust 

this available technology until we 

discover feasible designs for orbital 

advertising.”  

 “You gentlemen must admit,” 

I say. “You make a pretty odd team.” 

 “It made perfect sense,” says 

Trust. “When Des and I read about 

Googie’s aspirations for interstellar 

art, we had already been looking for 

a new marketing strategy. Something 

bold and unexpected. I think you’ll 

agree that this is both.” 

 Griffin lists the obstacles in 

their way, and explains how we’re 

still years away from seeing 

intergalactic billboards in the sky.  

 “The recent push for low-

emission technologies has not been 

enough,” he says. “Years of industry 
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pollution have made stargazing 

virtually impossible. We’ll need to 

squeegee the ozone layer before 

citizens will be able see anything. I 

hope this maintenance will quell 

opposition from environmental 

activists, and become a selling point 

to the greater population.” 

 “What about liability issues?” 

I ask. “As an insurance company, you 

must have considered that.” 

 “Of course,” Griffin says. 

“Harry and Des will be busy with 

pressure from world governments 

and their lunar representatives. You 

see, Frank… can I call you Frank?” 

 “As long as I can call you 

Googie,” I say. 

 “You see, Frank,” he says. 

“Space is no longer the final frontier. 

There’s never been a ‘final’ anything 

- just the current thing we don’t 

understand. Space is just the new 

Wild West, the new Internet domain. 

Since no one ‘owns’ outer space, the 

powers-that-be are currently unsure 

of how to legislate, regulate, or 

enforce anything.” 

 “But they’ll figure it out,” 

says Brunt. “Never underestimate 

weak and fearful men in large 

numbers.” 

 “Some concerns are valid, of 

course,” says Griffin. “We’re 

proposing to put a manmade 

structure into orbit that rivals the size 

of some planets. I’m sure you can 

imagine the potential implications, 

Frank.”   

 “Of course he can,” says 

Brunt. “Forget about the Seven 

Wonders of the World. That’s the old 

world, as far as we’re concerned. We 

want Brunt & Trust to be synonymous 

with the legends of constellations. 

With Googie’s help, our branding 

will be too wondrous for Earth 

itself.” 

 “Yes,” says Trust. “If you 

forgive me, Franklin, I dare to say 

it’ll be… out of this world.” CONT!

 
    …GET LOST ON…             A     8
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Chapter 2 : The Adclipse 
 

 
 Tonight is the first Adclipse in all of human historology, and Reveille Turner is 

totally corked about it. His elderweight parents were invited to a fancy gala at Griffin 

Observatory for the big event, which makes like zero sense to Rev since you’re supposed 

to be able to inload it wherever just by looking up. But either way Rev has the entire loft 

to himself, which is totally crucial for his Adclipse party. He’s two weeks into summer 

interim and hot off his sixteenth annie. A legal citz in Lost Angeles County now, as if 

he’s supposed to feel like one or something. Like get corked, fuzz. He’s too zoned on the 

current haps, too occupied with tinkering his evening into something savvy for the 

beauties and brethren. A true banger in the making. Rev’s fin to tap Lewel and Twain and 

the rest of his scrows for a night of saucy slinking. And he knows partners won’t be a 

problem at all. Nothing is too farfetched for the fems his age, who are totally obsessed 

with anything involving Googie Griffin. 

 Freshie fems aren’t the only ones, either. Everyone’s been real corked about the 

clearer skies and easier breathing. There was a whole grip of hellabaloo in the courtsuits, 

but Googie’s orbitising agency finally “came clean” on their promise to squeaky sweep 

the ozone. Even though Rev was too fresh to vote in the tribunals, he continuously 

received campaign bulletins in his inbox. They were all like flash bang, with no spammy 

buffering or pop-up rubbage. A spiffy GIF on loop that totally crushed it, and made 

perfect use of the Kaleidoscreen interace. The bulletin had all of these catchblurbs, like 

“Don’t get slogged down by smog,” or “You’ll swoon at views of a full moon,” or “A 

stargaze is only a vote away.” Then there was a snap vid of Googie Griffin launching a 

filter drone prototype into orbit, then some time-elapse footage to show its potential 
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before-and-after effects. The filter done looked like a giant asterisk made of fine-toothed 

combs, that all like… rotated constantly and stuff.  

 At the end of the bulletin, there was a really savvy final message, all like “Vote 

YES on Bill 17. If you’re not part of the solution, then you’re part of the pollution.” 

Followed of course by some quick fine print about how this bulletin was sponsored by 

Googie’s FeedBack Corporation and some yadda yadda members of the Independence 

Party, like yadda blah blah whatever. Rev thought the bulletin was duper dope and totally 

boss hog. It had all the juvies chirping viral on the extraweb, and better yet, it also got 

elderweights hip to Googie’s steez, too.  

 Bill 17 passed in a landslide, and filter drones were dispersed the very next day.    

Rev’s parents totally uncorked at the idea of seeing stars again with their own equips, all 

like giddy giddy puke puke “we feel like freshies again,” or whatever. They paid mondo 

₡redits to install this retractable glass roof called a Cosmolarium, just so they could 

check the progress of viewability in the stratosphere.   

 Rev saw a star or two as a freshie, but he was totally whelmed when he inloaded 

his first clear sky. It got exponentially better with every passing week, with every 

additional drone Googie propulsed into the sky. A dozen stars turned into fifty, then one 

hundred, then thousands of shining orbs in the shadowbox panorama. As if someone kept 

needling these tiny new holes into the giant black tent of twilight. Rev thought they 

looked like the crystalline lumps on rock candy pops, reminding him of Lil Tipzy’s 

diamond-encrusted chain in the Broads from Abroad muzak video. Rev began to wonder 

if stars were just the ice of the cosmos. The bling of the heavens. A totally boss hog idea, 

until Rev’s father explained that stars are actually just big balls of exploding  
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gas. Like derrr, way to ruin it. Like, thanks for the lecture on space farts, Daddio.       

 The fems are the first ones to show up to Rev’s Adclipse party, all unexpected and 

early bird. Rev is lightweight embarrassed by the unsorted mess of the loft -- his Video 

Vixens Kaleidoscreen saver, the suspiciously crusty tube socks, the army of robovacs 

hoovering around the loft.  

 “This is going to be sooo swizzle,” says Larkin, who’s the first to tap into the loft. 

She storms its entry with her baggy man-shirt flaps, dual-wielding two sixers of Froth 

that she lifted rom her elderweight’s Shop&Hop. She totally ignores Rev’s hustle bustle 

attempts to hide his filth, just plopping herself on the beanchair and cracking open her 

first cylinder of sauce. Larkin tosses Froths to the rest of the fems as they do their ruffle-

shuffle tap into the loft. They’re all totally decked out in pleather gear from Googie 

Griffin’s FlashTag fashion line, all dandruffed by large helpings of silvery glitter. Four of 

the savviest belles from Rev’s academy: Jett, Phantasy, Rhythm, and his favorite, 

Morning.  

 “What’s good, Mo,” he says to her. They perform a sensual handshake in which 

they slide their palms across one another’s like tectonic plates. Morning looks good, all 

sparkle sparkle bubble like a flute of champagne. Rev can tell that Morning is 

underwhelmed by the other fems, that she’s only pretending to be their besty, which 

makes him hot for smoothie. There is something he relishes about being the bitchy girl’s 

secret crush. Maybe because he’s keen on pretending himself.     

 “It’s all good, Rev,” she says back, giving his palm a wiggle finger as they slip 

apart. 

 “Tell you what’s not good” -- says Jett, who’s dressed like a prozzy -- “Rev’s 
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noxious-ass Kaleidosaver.” Jett keeps blowing these tiny ass bubbles with her little 

nugget of chewing gum, like pop piff pop. Her hair all done up in a butchy cockatoo 

plumage, some peacock assault of neon easters.  

 “Oh yeah duh,” says Rev. “My b, ladies. I’ve forgotten my pleasantry.”  

 Rev changes his Kaleidoscreen projection on the wall, and then taps everyone into 

a proper groupshare. He replaces his Video Vixens saver with a boss hog stream called 

BoilerPlate, which plays trailers for upcoming serials, flicks, and festies. It’s totally 

mersh and always a huge hit with the fems, who squeal and precoordinate their outfitz 

ahead of time. Rhythm and Phantasy consider themselves to be hipsmiths, so they 

ironically pretend to deconstruct the hidden meanings of the infomershies. Rev tunes 

them out and inloads Morning’s shallow breaths on the swinging futon. Her scent fills his 

nostrils and makes him long for smoothie. But that’ll have to wait. Time to chillax. Time 

to phew about the mess and swivel into a healthy pre-slink.     

 During a preview for a flick called Shoulda Woulda Coulda, Rev’s scrow brethren 

join the cray. His rope-a-blokes all tapping into the loft: Twain, Lewel, Boland, and 

Quimby. Boland and Quimby are identical twins, so they always bring the same exact 

things to parties, kind of like a clever joke or something. Today they’re both wearing fem 

beater tanks that say #gerkin, which must be some new fifteen minutes on the web. 

They’ve each ganked a handful of Painquils from their auntie weights who’re stuck in 

permastasis. Twain says it’s all chill boss hog, since it’s not like they’re going to miss 

them or something. Twain’s the even-keeler of the scrows, always lawyer-grinning 

blokes into doing what he wants. Always huffing on an electronic stogette. And then 

there’s his counterdude, Lewel, going on and on about the slink he scored from his 
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brother’s brethren, all boasting that it’s some really religious shit. He fans out thin grey 

cartridges like straws and then flicks his tongue around wildly. Rev slinked for the first 

time two weeks ago, for his sixteenth annie, and he’s been totally sapping for it since. It’s 

no surprise he’s all rushing to clutch, but Twain says they should save the slink for after 

the Adclipse, so they do.  

 Phantasy and Rhythm are chocked full of Adclipse wiktelligence, and feel the 

need to chirp on and on about it in the groupshare. Twain leisurely fills the boring cracks 

in their conversation with his randy little niggles. The fems share all the latest chirping 

from the web, about how every latitudinal line on the planet has a precise amount of 

perfect Adclipse viewing time. Yadda blah blah yadda… about how they’ll be able to see 

it for a long time of course, blah blah… but it’ll never be as good as when it first 

forefronts the moon.  

 “What if you’re already the moon of my eye,” Twain chirps to Phantasy, as he 

taps her an emoted winky face. The fems are all LOLing agog in the groupshare like 

Twain’s the most roguish bloke in Lost Angeles. All the fems except for Morning, who 

instead only motes dubious faces made out of backslashes and sideways carrots.  

 As the conversation droops, Morning taps DMs to Rev on the hush hush 

download. At first it’s sexty pics of her new artificial tanlines, which makes Rev’s guts 

pucker for smoothie. But then she’s all worrying about the slink, about how she doesn’t 

much dig it and that it makes everything slow to a dullard crawl. She says they’re better 

than slink. Rev taps DMs back to her, about how this is just like a one-night banger thing, 

just for the Adclipse, just to celebrate everyone going off to vocationals. She’s not 

pleased, but at least somewhat appeased. Rev decides that’s good enough for now.   
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 When it’s almost time for the Adclipse, Rhythm and Phantasy start beaking off at 

the mouthpiece, all like oh em gee. Twain proposes a toast to Generation AA, and the 

whole lot of them doses Painquils with guzzles of Froth. Everyone lies supine in a row on 

the floor and taps into the Cosmolarium, which is filled with high-def stars and a full 

moon that looks like a fucking cartoon. Rev starts to understand how words like 

‘incredible’ came about and such. Like when something is so real that it must be fake, 

like you can’t really ponder its cred at all. The most deceptive part being that it’s truthful. 

‘Incredible,’ Rev thinks. This is going to be incredible. 

 “This is going to be incredible,” he chirps over the groupshare. Rev opens a prop-

up window in the lower right of the Cosmolarium, so that they can watch EmpTV’s 

official Adclipse countdown. In the prop there’s some butterscotched sweet meat of a 

host, who all the fems instantly recognize.  

 “This is going to be incredible,” the host says, and the whole groupshare clacks in 

skittish giggles. Morning squeezes Rev’s hand in the haps, which makes him feel like less 

of a CCing proxy douchebag.   

 The prop is panning over a massive outdoor groupshare in Rue York City, where 

they continuously get live Adclipse reports from all around the globe. Every thirty 

seconds, the Adclipse flashes across the moon in a different location, which is then 

satellited to the EmpTV groupshare for a proper GIFFing. This meant that everyone 

could see the Adclipse both in-person and on the tubes, like, simultaneously. The host 

compares it to watching the New Year’s ball drop over and over again.  

 Morning DMs Rev right before the Adclipse and chastises his EmpTV prop-up. 

Apparently Jett and Larkin are roasting him in their fem-only DM, and that Rev is totally 
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embarrassing himself. Quit being a dolt, she chirps, and enjoy the sky with the rest of the 

normies. Rev closes the prop and puts his arm around her. The Painquil floods to mass 

effect as the Adclipse begins its pass across the moon’s silver face. The platinum hue 

serves as the perfect backdrop for the humongous advert. It accentuates the daunting 

letters of its ticker tape scrawl. Its message is sharp and resolute and impossible to ignore:  

 

 
 It’s incredible, Rev thinks. He digs its vintage steez, how it looks like a throwback 

to old videogame consoles. The whole groupshare is totally rapt in their ogling of the 

advert, chirping uncontrollable motes of X’s and parenthetical smiles. Every couple 

seconds someone chirps something like, “This is so fucking Googie,” and then someone 

else chirps for them to shut up. There’s a touchdown slamdunk buzz running through the 

whole loft, as if the groupshare’s racket cackle static might overflow into reality. 

 When the Adclipse is over, everyone untaps from the Cosmolarium and totally 

corks out. At least 5 or 10 minutes of chirping over one another, with everyone just 

waiting to talk instead of listening. When everyone’s all shagged out from posturing, 

Lewel removes the fat grip of slinks from his carpenter pocket. He’s all chirping, “Let’s 

play pick-up slinks” or some shit, and then just lets the cartridges slide all over the 
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Caffeinade table. Lewel’s always doing junkie webhead shit, like all he cares about is 

slinking and having a wipe.  

 “Right,” Twain chirps. “Doesn’t matter what you snatch here, blokes. Each is 

right to be proper steezy. Lewel says these are real FeedBackers, leaked from Googie’s 

skyneedle stuzio in space.” Boland makes rock-and-roll bullhorns with his fingers and 

has Quimby park his fist in-between.  

 “Whatever,” Jett chirps. “What a crock of bullshit. We’re bound to end up in 

some crank hactivist’s gag, more stoney-domed smut.” A dark part of Rev’s heartdrive 

rudders and hopes this is true.  

 “Yeah,” Larkin chirps. “Go yank your own gangplank, Lewel. Nobody else is 

going to.” 

 “Well bloody inload for yourself then,” Lewel chirps back. “Unless you can’t 

handle the drain of course. You’d think I was a nuisance, a right old scab, just for 

unstuffing the tart around here. Like seriously, quit harshing my mellow.” 

 Everyone clutches a slink at random, and then just stands there waiting. Morning 

picks a real dinky-sized one, as if that’s any gauge or measure for what’s to come. 

Lewel’s the first to do it, to get slinky with it. He takes a long sniff of it, like it’s some 

old-timey stogette with a real smell, and then he inloads it right through the heardrum, 

right into the Hippocampus App of his lenswork. It twists like a screw and disappears 

into his netviews. Right on cue, Lewel flops to the ground like a loose sac of tassels. 

Everyone cringes, but then Twain chirps something like, “That’s why you go first,” and 

then he docks it and slinks to the ground too.  

 As Rev ponders the docking, his netviews flashback to his slink from two weeks 
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ago. It was a pretty novice slink, if all is properly considered. Just a basic three-pack of 

virtual adverts, but definitely the savviest trip of his life. During the slink, he masticated 

sticks of Abraxas chewing gum that tasted like fem sex. He drank from a molten lava 

fountain of Warbucks Molasses Macchiato. He drove a Buckshot LANwhip through a 

loop-de-loop slot machine, and won tokens for holowhore fap dances at participating 

Torrentz smut clubs. A duper dope way to spend his sixteenth annie. 

 But when tonight’s slink screws him down, it’s all incongruous and totally 

differential. Rather than a solo hopscotching through the extraweb, this slink is more of a 

band-together kind of guild trip. Rev is the last to dock and when he finally slinks in, 

everyone else is crowded around him. The SIM cell is still buffering, just skipping in 

place as some big white blurry room. The fems chirp Lewel sargasms over the slink chat, 

about how this is “ some really savvy FeedBack, Lewel.”  

 But then the corners and planes of the SIM cell lock into their frame. The slink 

comes into focus. Suddenly the whole groupshare is surfing through space on these dope-

ass starboards. Rev slaloms around asteroids and clusters of small moons. Googie 

Griffin’s avatar looms above them, all gangly and stilted like some stretched-out Gumby 

monster. He’s using marionette strings to control everyone in the slink. For a second Rev 

feels totally helpless, like he cannot control even a fraction of his destiny. But then 

Googie-tar is all like, “You’re safe as long as you trust the illusion, [Reveille],” and then 

Rev feels better.  

 The comets and silicate rocks of the asteroid field start morphing into gargantuan 

space adverts. Iron, nickel, platinum, gold, other precious metals, all bending and 

melding into the consumer iconography of Rev’s culture. There’s a dope replica of 
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Pickles Katt from FatCat Burgers. His floppy tongue lolls out of his mouth and spells 

“TRIPLE THE BACON” in frozen neon drool. There’s a boss hog alien with aviator 

starglasses who’s huffing a Marlborough, Jr . A nearby constellation has been 

flashbanged and rigged to illuminate the twilight like a series of smoke rings. The alien’s 

Western belt buckle blinds the sky with LED lights that spell out, “A stogette for the real 

Space Cowboy.” Rev almost sputters off his starboard when he inloads the milky-way 

cover art for the new Lil Tipzy album, TipzyVerse. It’s duper boss hog and steezy, with 

the red eye of Jupiter all superimposed over Tipzy’s left one, like a pirate gangster with a 

hardcore gaseous eye patch.  

 To top it all off, there’s a snappy Googie Griffin mural fashioned from an 

intricately woven star pattern of lights. It’s a recreation of the Adam and Eve story, with 

the garden, serpent, crotch cloths, and all the rest. Except in this case Adam and Eve are 

straddling rocket ships, and the dreaded apple has been replaced with one of those 

vintage rainbow-colored ones from ancient Macintosh Computers. Next to Googie’s 

famous hold-the-line signature is an italicized neon that says Digital/Pivotal Sin. Rev is 

totally smitten with this zany slink, and decides in this moment that he’d do anything for 

Googie Griffin. 

 “If you received this slink, [Reveille],” Googie-tar says, “then you’ve been 

chosen.” 

 “See,” Lewel chirps over the slink chat. “It’s fucking religious, man.” 

 “What you see around you is the Admosphere,” Googie-tar says. “It’s not real yet, 

but it could be. Freshie perspectives are needed in orbitising, [Reveille]. If you thought 

the Brunt & Trust advert was savvy, you haven’t inloaded anything yet. Just imagine 
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what you could do, [Reveille]. Power to create meaning in people’s lives, to impact their 

decisions in positive ways. You could treat every workday as a slink waiting to be 

screwed, and be part of our growing slink-tank. Ponder it, [Reveille]. Ponder it hard. 

Vocationals are right around the corner.” 

 And with that, the slink unfizzles and recorks into Rev’s loft. The whole 

groupshare is shiver sweating all over the floor. There’s a brief paralysis where no one 

can move, and then their netviews all rush with this choking paranoia of deletion. But 

eventually they’re all sitting up again and taking deep breaths of air.  

 Rev’s head throbs with a crucial migraine, and he’s already dreading the 

imminent dopamine wipe. Lewel is on his feet, trying to hack the slink cartridge for a 

bootleg tube of the trip they just took. He’s already beaking off about getting it viral. 

Twain yawns some stanky fire, and then chirps that he’s fin for a cleansweep. When he  

straps down the hall towards the lav, Phantasy dawdles behind him. Rev is sure they’re 

heading off to smoothie.  

 Rev assumes that Morning will be nauseous and withdrawn, that she’ll want the 

dopamine wipe right away. But then she totally surprises him with her giddy glee. She 

chirps about feeling all amazing and shit, and then suggests they go on a Shop&Hop run 

for some Jr’s and Caffeinade. When Rev’s all like, “why get Caffeinade so late at night,” 

she just clutches his arm and yanks him untapped from the loft.  

 They strap down the street towards Shop&Hop in a hurried bunch of clomping. 

When Morning emerges from the store, she takes greedy gulps of hot Caffeinade, even 

though Rev feels like he can hardly slurp. She pushes stick after stick of Abraxas gum 

into her mouth and lets it glom into a fat wad of mushy latex. Then she blows these 
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massive bubbles the size of Rev’s dome. After pacing for twenty minutes and inloading 

three stogettes, Morning suddenly flips a 180 and looks directly into Rev’s mug. Her 

pretty face is surrounded by the brightest kind of darkness. She lets their mouthpieces 

touch, and blows Jr. smoke into his throat. Morning has never acted this way, and Rev 

wonders if she’s already becoming too savvy for him. They find a thin alleyway between 

complexes to make smoothie. She DMs Rev when it’s over, as the two of them lean 

bareback against the cold concrete.  

 “Let’s go, Rev,” she chirps. “Vocationals are right around the corner.” 
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The Lost Angeles Times                C        7 
 
Smithery & Studizenry 
 
 GRIFFIN ORBITISING ACADEMY’S FIRST CLASS MAKES A 
 GALACTIC MARKET SPLASH  
 
    BY  Franklin Fulbash @FFulbash 
     updated 9:24 AM PST, Mon May 25 
 
          - -  GRIFFIN  SKYNEEDLE  - -  
 

 As a young artistic prodigy 

and teenage entrepreneur, Googie 

Griffin @GoogieG quickly grew out 

of formal schooling.  

 And since much of Griffin’s 

early work lampooned and critiqued 

formal institutions, it surprised many 

of his close friends and confidants 

when he decided to open Griffin 

Orbitising Academy @GOA, the first 

vocational school to be held entirely 

on space satellite.  

 “It was time for a change,” 

Griffin said. “After Brunt & Trust, 

the Admosphere grew exponentially, 

to a degree not even I imagined. It 

started to require more than just 

Googie Griffin and a monumental 

stack of ₡redits. The designs were 

becoming more sophisticated, the 

choreography more intricate. It 

seemed natural for the movement to 

acquire young disciples.”    

 Griffin hired only a small 

number of his inner circle to serve as 

hipsmiths at the academy. Street 

artist Dan Talion @Dantalion, 

boorish muralist Caslon Monaco 

@CaslonMonaco, and notable art 

promoter Shannon Thwackard 

@SThwackard provide studizens with 

courses on the proper design and 

implementation of space adverts.  

 GOA’s intensive curriculum 

involves an obsessive dedication from 

its studizen body. The fledgling 

orbitisers leave Earth behind for two 

years of living and studying in the 

Griffin Skyneedle. There were only 11 

graduates from GOA’s first class, 
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and Griffin plans to keep enrollment 

small. 

 “Our vocational candidates 

are selected and tracked years in 

advance,” Griffin said. “If they hold 

course, then they’re invited to enroll. 

Orbitising is a career that requires 

specific tendencies and preferences, 

as well as an outward aesthetic that 

empathizes with the consumer.”  

 GOA received over a thousand 

unsolicited applications from hopeful 

freshies. Griffin did not consider a 

single one for the next induction.  

 “We’re not looking for the 

kind of freshies who fill out 

applications, bullet point their 

resumes, or brownnose for letters of 

recommendation,” Griffin added. 

“There’s no room in the skies for 

them.” 

 Part of Griffin’s press 

agreement with the Lost Angeles 

Times involved me booking a launch 

to the Skyneedle for a tour of the 

premises and a sneak peek at its 

recent orbitising developments. 

 I had the pleasure of riding 

Bubble*Shuttles @BubbleShuttles, 

whose transparent spacecraft gave 

me an awe-inspiring view of the 

galaxy. During our approach, I 

noticed the Skyneedle’s striking 

resemblance to a syringe, a kind of 

cylindrical bullet with a pointy 

nippled dome. I had heard rumors 

about its extensive amenities, but we 

docked in the base of the structure 

and remained restricted to visitation 

areas. 

 Talion and Monaco provided a 

“good smith/bad smith” rundown of 

the studizen curriculum. With the 

help of a virtual tutorial, they 

explained the deficiencies in the 

current orbitising market and how 

GOA hopes to fix them. After that I 

enjoyed a Kaleidoscreen viewing of 

the latest concept art with Googie 

himself.  

 Besides an exclusive Q&A 

with the smithery staff, I also got the 

opportunity to interview several of 

the young alumni as well. Rhythm 

Quince @InRhythm and Larkin 

Goncz @LarkinAlong are two Cult 

Studies majors who have blossomed 

into promoters under the tutelage of 
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Shannon Thwackard.     

 “Shannon was like, a totally 

savvy smith,” said Goncz. “Because 

of her, we had our fingers all over 

the, like, pulse of young consumers.” 

 “Yeah,” added Quince. “Since 

we could predict trends before they 

were trends, we were able to plant 

seeds to make them like totally bonko 

viral.” 

 “Uh yeah duh,” replied 

Goncz. “We scored FeedBack 

@F33dBack this like mammoth deal 

with Bleach Babes @BleachBabes 

right after graduation. It broke the 

record trendtime by like two and a 

half minutes!” 

 A Fem Trend major named 

Jett Rankin @GetWithJett told me 

that GOA’s R&D majors were on 

reprieve after a grueling two-week 

“screwdown,” an industry term for 

extensive virtual fieldwork.  

 However, I was fortunate 

enough to get a few minutes of time 

with Reveille Turner @RevItUp, who 

was the only inactive “slinker” 

aboard the Skyneedle.  

 Rankin tipped me off that I 

could find Turner in the Skyneedle’s 

sauna room late at night. I arrived 

there to discover Turner naked on the 

floor, where he was “having a wipe.”  

 “Just a bit of orbit jargon,” he 

laughed. “It’s right and proper for 

your dopamine receptors.” Turner 

gulped from a two-liter bottle of 

Solar Cream Pop @SolarPops and 

swallowed over-the-counter pills. 

When I told Turner he looked “like 

hell,” all he did was shrug me off 

with a cool swipe of his shoulder. 

 “Yeah right, I’m just like a tad 

unfolded is all.” He laughed again, 

like someone who wants to fill dead 

air. “There’s like a recovery period 

for, like, a while, which is why I’m all 

like clammy and pallid and sh… stuff. 

I’ll be right and proper by my 

eighteenth annie, which is all I’m 

caring for.” 

 Griffin joined us briefly in the 

sauna, and then escorted me to his 

private dining room, where we 

imbibed in a huffet of his signature 

vapors and powders. While noshing 

on some potatoes au gratin, Griffin 

lauded Turner’s slinking as the next 
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big thing in galactic marketing. 

 “The freshie is tireless,” he 

said. “His last three screwdowns 

have yielded massive creative output 

for FeedBack this quarter. You can 

thank Reveille Turner for the 

Bathroom Beyond @BthrmBeyond 

Meteor Shower Give-Away, the Solar 

Pops sunspot in the chromosphere, 

and the nova explosion in the trailer 

for Tyrone Ferry’s @RoneFilms 

Intergalactic Gangsta.” 

 According to Griffin, only two 

studizens were able to complete the 

requirements for an R&D vocational. 

 “GOA’s entire first class 

aspired to be slinkers, but most 

switched programs of study after the 

second screwdown. We suffered one 

honorable discharge, and were then 

left with only two wizzes to tap into 

the Admosphere.” 

 When I laughed and said there 

couldn’t be anyone as prolific as 

Turner, Griffin wiped crust from the 

corners of his mouth, which curled at 

their seams for a toothless smile. 

 “Oh there is,” he said. “And 

the best part is… she’s a fem.” 

     CONT!
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Chapter 3 : Stuck in the Slunk 
 
 

 It’s another slink. Morning is fully tapped into an extended trip, where she’s the 

main contestant on this love-connection gameshow in space. There are hella cherubs 

floating around with jetpacks and blowing up heart-shaped planets with rocket launchers. 

They’re all wearing kitschy t-shirts that say, “I’m with Cupid !.” Googie-tar has taken 

on yet another form, this time as some combed-over gameshow host with fugly bronze 

skin and donkey teeth. The stuzio audience is nothing but gaunt animatronic fems with 

permanent hatchet smiles. Morning is the center of attention, positioned on the codpiece 

middle of this mammoth flying saucer. She’s, like, hella bored.   

 Googie-tar introduces several different freshie blokes for Morning’s 

consideration. None of them are anything to chirp home about, with the same kind of 

mannequin robo-zombie look as the fems in the audience. Each eligible bachelor is 

fancified in a ridiculous ensemble, which barely borders on tolerable entertainment. 

There’s this dorky one in a BarterMan cardigan sweater and Kenton Clark horn-rimmed 

spectacles. Then there’s a balloonish meatcake one wearing Beast Sheath undertrainers 

and chugging a Pain & Gain TrainShake. Morning’s ironic favorite is the pervy one with 

a Messenger satchel and neckbeard scarf from Yolo Hobo. So totally barfbag with Invisi-

Skin bandages on his lurpees cold sores. 

 These mannequin blokes continue rolling out like hunks of luggage on a 

conveyor. All these stuffed and taut dexters, grimy dud-muffins with nothing but the 

steez of a stereotype. To make the haps even worse, Googie-tar repeatedly prompts 

Morning with love-connection questions.  

 “And here comes Bachelor #63, [Morning].”  
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 Morning totally dreads the way Googie-tar chirps her name, as if it could be 

replaced with anyone else’s. All superimposed into a script, mashed into an audio track. 

The pitch slightly irregular, the edits skipping the tiniest of beats.  

 “#63 looks proper fit for a dive in the gash, [Morning]. His Board Horde banana 

swim-sling has been known to make fems do the smoothie. Are those grapes he’s 

smuggling, or what? Tell me, [Morning], does #63’s Chillax mango body spray give you 

a hankering for his fruit salad?” 

 Googie-tar reads off four answers--A, B, C, or D--and all Morning can do is let 

out a deep sigh and choose C: No, this fem wants something more savory before dessert. 

 “And here comes Bachelor #64, [Morning].”  

 Morning is roused from her boredom by the cut of #64’s strut. He’s like the robo-

zombie mannequin version of Rev, except like broader and hairier and more elderweight. 

Less like a stilty wire and more A-frame brawny. A thick lion’s mane that shouts for 

smoothie, the kind of hipsmith beard that Rev would have if he could ever get his 

scraggly patches to connect. 

 “#64 looks very cocky in his Under Thunder jockeys, [Morning].” 

 Morning takes notice of the sleek black material of the jockeys, the way they 

accentuate #64’s thigh and hamstring muscles. 

 “Is his Breezy Steez aftershave raising the spiny cacti of your goose bumps? Can 

you inload the afternoon drizzle scent in his Drops of Waft cologne?” 

 Morning’s nostrils fill with a cool and wet smell, like roots and fresh dirt. Each 

breath leaves a hint of honeysuckle. Morning feels like she’s running through a damp 

forest, and it makes her go loony for smoothie. 
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 “Tell me, [Morning]: does #64’s oncoming storm give you a hot front? Is there a 

monsoon in your pantaloons?” 

 Morning is totally rushing to clutch. She’s about to choose, B, Yes, there may be 

torrential floods, when the whole slink suddenly unfizzles and recorks. She unravels into 

the oversized jacuzzi tub of her bathroom quarters on the Skyneedle. Everything from her 

neck down is totally submerged under the hot bubbly suds. She’s stuck in the slunk, as 

Rev says, the inevitable paralysis when coming out of a screwdown. Morning feels the 

thin cylinder cartridge slide out of her heardrum. It hits the water with a piff and then 

clinks to the bottom of the tub.  

 As she begins to draw steamy air into her lungs, Morning mentally prepares for 

her wipe. Lately she’s been enjoying wipes more than slinks, and sometimes she’ll even 

feign withdrawal sickness to get more reprieve time. But in this case, she wants the wipe 

to go as quickly as possible. For the first time in three weeks, she and Rev have some 

inactive overlap together. There’s time for a whole day, or even like a day and a half, to 

celebrate Rev’s annie before he has to slink again.  

 Morning starts to regain functionality, and taps back into her quarters. She rolls 

out of the tub with the flopping grace of a beached whale or some other blubbery beast. 

The skin and fat hang off her bones, untrained and spread around in uneven lumps. Sharp 

pelvic angles frame a loose gut patty paunch, like her body can’t decide whether to be 

skinny or fat. Morning is surprised to find she’s not cotton-parched for a Lava Java or 

Fountain Brew. She’s without the usual raw gnawing in her stomach for Nature’s Trough 

chocolate & bacon trail mix. All she’s caring for at the moment is a fat bump of Googie’s 

breakfast powders and a five-minute huffet with the nebulizer mask, which at this point 
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she requires for handling withdrawal.  

 Once she has inflated herself to a gaudy popping, she takes a sauntering stroll to 

the Skyneedle’s greenhouse. When Morning’s having a wipe, she believes in being 

amongst the trees, even if those trees grow under artificial heat lamps. She supposes it’s 

predictable, the way slink makes life’s stillness feel unbearable. There’s a longing for 

consumptive pleasures and instant gratification, but the only real cures for withdrawal are 

inactivity and sleep. Morning uses nature as a way to get reacclimated with reality, 

another way to avoid becoming like the others. Unwipable fiends, and then ghostly 

vessels of themselves. She must avoid the fate of Lewel, their first “honorable discharge.” 

She needs a proper wipe, with no concern about her turnaround. She needs time to do 

things her own way. She needs, like, flowers and vegetation and shit. Like serenity and 

all that zen stuff. All of it helps. Even the insects and buggy little grubs help her 

reassemble her own personal homeostasis.   

 She taps into the greenhouse, pokes around for other studizens, and secures a 

fortress of solitude by squatting in the dirt behind a rhododendron bush. At first 

everything feels a few degrees from itself. A few steps away from deconstruction. 

Morning tries to avoid getting stuck in the vicious cycles of withdrawal. Swimming 

infinite mental laps through a pool shaped like a figure eight. Morning finds it dreadful, 

this whole migraining in the muck thing. She tries to relax through her “meta-tations,” 

where all she cares for is focusing on one thing, no matter what, even if it builds and 

expands on itself. And that thing happens to be a rhododendron bush. But she’s already 

failing at that, and running with something else entirely. She’s noting all words that 

remind her of rhododendron -- road, rhinoceros, dodo, drone -- when suddenly Googie 
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Griffin appears in her periphery. Morning is all embarrassed for hiding in the soil like 

some gypsy harp on crank. In the corner of her eye, Googie looks studly fit for smoothie 

and totally savvy in his Flashtag casual wear.  

 “Don’t look,” he says to her. “No need to inload little old me. I can see you’re 

getting deep into one. Another banger pitch, I’m sure. Incubate for as long as you need. I 

can’t wait to hear what you’re cooking up next.” 

 “-- dandruff, Rodin, drown, Dendron, ramrod --” 

 “Right then,” he says. “We all wipe in our own way, I guess.” 

 “-- rodent, download, rosebush, Denison --” 

 “I’d like to invite you to my needle loft,” he says. “For a proper sup when you’re 

ready to discuss new developments. It’s the least I can do.” 

 “-- dendrite, rotisserie, endogenous --”         

   “No need to groupshare Rev on the sup,” he says. “He’s been working too hard 

already. I tell ya, the freshie’s almost scaring me. Starting to remind me a bit too much of 

myself.” 

 “-- dedication, Romeo, Andromeda --”   

 “Talk to him about something other than developments, will ya? I sure as shit 

can’t untap him from work, but maybe you can. Be easy, Mo.”  

 And then Googie’s gone, untapping from the greenhouse all windy whisper like 

he was never even there. It could just be the garden, but Morning swears she inloads a 

familiar scent lingering thick in the sticky air. Like a wet flower. Like a honeysuckle? 

She wishes Googie would have stayed. She’s exploding with things she wants to ask him, 

if she weren’t so shagged and brain-drained from the wipe.  
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 Like for starters, [Googie], what’s up with the slinks lately? When Morning first 

started slinking at GOA, the trips were all like star-surfing and discovery, all like open-

to-inspiration and freeform or whatever. The first one is still the most vivid, when the 

whole first class slinked into a mammoth shopping complex. It was like a really surreal 

mall designed to get you totally lost. Everything you did seemed to make the whole 

experience shrink, and then expand, and then like shrink again. You’d eat something 

weird in the food court and end up as a toy prize in the arcade’s crane game. Or you’d 

ride escalators right into fountains full of loose ₡redits. Eventually you’d get trapped in a 

revolving door or a dressing room, and then literally have to imagine your way out. It’s 

where Morning and Rev came up with their first development for FeedBack. A Clutching 

Clutches space advert for a new line of handbags designed exclusively for carrying other 

bags. Googie totally uncorked when they showed him the blueprints. He ordered Twain 

and the twins to begin construction before Larkin had even closed the deal with Clutches. 

 The advert for Clutches gave other corps faith in GOA’s mission, which led to 

Morning and Rev performing a totally savvy series of co-op slinks. But then when all the 

other R&D majors started bowing out, Googie separated the two of them in order to max-

out creative. The slinking doubled, then tripled, and then became a whole second life. 

Rev thrived on his own, of course, like some machine fueled by slink that couldn’t go 

two days without a screwdown. He’d come out from each one with a development plan or 

some totally new way to approach construction. But Morning’s mind was sapped, her 

guts all fried and battered. Each slink felt more and more passive, and dreadful, and 

obligatory. She would either totally forget them after coming out, or be left so uninspired 
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that she’d pretend to be ill. Rev and Googie blamed it on overworking and withdrawal, 

and were always hella supportive of her extended wipes. 

 Morning would never make excuses in front of them, but she knows something is 

totally wrong with the slinks. She keeps hunching about the quality, and about whether 

Googie is putting enough effort into the scenarios and settings and stuff. It’s all like hey, 

[Googie], she’s not some webhead who does slink for the pure entertainment. Like her 

most recent slink… like, what the shit was that? Wait, she thinks, what the shit was that. 

The part of her brain wading through rhododendronic words comes to a clicking halt, but 

it’s no use at all. She can’t remember anything, other than being in space and being, like, 

hella bored. 

 Morning uncrosses her legs and gives up altogether on her meta-tation. The vapes 

and powder already wearing off. She knows she’s been a real dullard for not taking more. 

Googie’s got her on a super strict regimen during wipes, where she’s supposed to take a 

whole grip right after coming out. But lately she’s been more interested in ganking a few 

of Googie’s tranqs, just so she can get some real sleep. In some strictly biological ways, a 

screwdown serves the same function for the body as sleep, but it totally farts short in 

comparison to a real savvy catnap.  

 She knows she should just ask Googie for some tranq, like straight up, but for 

some reason that notion makes her feel all guilty and shit. So instead she just ambles 

around the different corridors of the Skyneedle, tapping in and out of each section on 

what Rev calls her “cloudy-eyed stroll.” She knows she’s moving in some direction of 

sorts, but there’s no bearing or point of reference or any orientation whatsoever. Her head 

lolls around in circles. She can sense the other people around her, but her frantic darting 
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eyes can never hold contact. Everyone on the Skyneedle knows her routine. They know 

not to talk to her during a wipe. They know her creative pressures require them to give 

her the space she needs.  

 She navigates by listening to the churning pulse of the Skyneedle’s lift tunnel, 

with its chiming bell and faint whooshing sounds. As she draws nearer to the lift 

entrances, the noises amplify and boom to a thundering hum of vibrations. She can tell 

she’s on the footbridge now, so she sticks her hands out to feel around for the pod. She 

needs tranq, and knows where to score it. She needs to go all the way down this time, to 

the Skyneedle’s loading dock. There’s the pod, she feels it, with its cold glass and sterile 

odor. A vinegarish sulfur that makes her migraine snap and ooze. She climbs into the pod 

and crumples into a fetal heap. There’s a vacuous and bombastic suction sound, then a 

thrumming silence. She is gone in a single whoosh. Swallowed by the esophagus of the 

satellite, and propelled into utter darkness.  
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The Lost Angeles Times                G        1 
 
Food, Drink, & Drug 
 
 DRUG EXPERTS SAY SLINK IS ON THE BRINK  
 
    BY  Franklin Fulbash @FFulbash 
     updated 8:46 PM PST, Sun Aug 11 
 
          - -  TERMINAL HIGHLANDS  - -  
 
What is slink? It seems like everyone has an opinion -- soccer moms, rock stars, 

attorneys, politicians, healthcare professionals -- but who can you trust? How 

does one suss out rumor from truth? The Times wanted to get a handle on this 

mysterious drug, so we invited individuals from various fields to form an expert 

panel: 
   
  Phillip Schoenberger – @PSchoenberger – Food, Drink, and Drug 

 Administration (FDDA) 

 Farrah Boyd, PhD – @BoydRehab – Addiction Therapist 

 Caslon Monaco – @CaslonMonaco – Griffin Orbitising Academy (GOA)  

 Whip Skimmer – @WhipSkimmer – Symbolic Analyst  

 
In this exclusive groupshare interview, Franklin Fulbash seeks to gain a 

balanced perspective on slink, and hopefully shed light on its future role in our 

culture.  

 

Franklin Fulbash: Thank you all for 

taking time out of your busy 

schedules for the sake of public 

awareness. I want to start at a 

fundamental level, if you’ll forgive 

the formality. Our gleaners deserve 

to know: What is slink? How did it 

get started? And how is it being used 

recreationally?  

Phillip Schoenberger: Slink arose on 

the drug scene too early, as a guinea-

pig experiment for webhead junkies 
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with too much time on their hands. At 

first it was just laid-off hardware and 

code guys messing around, conjuring 

up basic SIM cells for anything you 

could think of -- flight simulators, 

heavenly afterlives, drunken 

sexcapades, etcetera. They went by 

“the carpenters,” but then when 

corporations started hiring them to 

plug their products via slink, they 

chose to call themselves “the Depot.” 

They churned out slink after slink of 

psychedelic adverts, media trips 

meant to stimulate interest in a 

certain trend or brand. They varied 

in quality and duration, but were 

easily manufactured and replicated. 

Slink is discreet, disposable, and 

requires nothing more than an 

abandoned complex. 

FF: I thought people disliked 

commercials. What is slink’s appeal? 

Caslon Monaco: It’s so much more 

than a commercial, Frank. It’s a 

powerfully hallucinogenic shopping 

experience, where you get to 

intimately browse new product lines 

from your favorite companies. Most 

users describe it as surreal, exciting, 

and enlightening.  

FF: How do users inload the drug?      

Whip Skimmer: Let’s face it, 

Franklin. By necessity, we humans 

are becoming more cyborgian every 

day. Think about where you’d be 

without your tap, without lenswork 

and hippocampus app, without your 

heartdrive or ability to groupshare. 

Everyone at this interview is 

cyborgally privileged. It’s no surprise 

most families have procedures 

performed on their freshies at birth. 

Slink is simply the first drug to 

capitalize on the human system’s new 

mainframe. The drug comes in thin 

grey cartridges, which users “dock” 

into their heardrums. From there, it 

screws through the bellum-work and 

settles into the parietal lobe, which 

renders the users unconscious and 

immobilized during their “trips.” 

FF: Is it safe? Or better yet, should it 

be legalized? 

PS: There is still much to be 

determined about slink. As of right 

now, the government deems it too 

variant and untested for bill 
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proposals or legislation. Slink’s 

proponents continuously lobby for 

their cause, but there’s still too much 

qualitative evidence pointing towards 

addiction, abuse, and unwanted side 

effects. 

CM: If I may interject, Franklin… 

thank you. I’m fortunate enough to 

live in outer space, where there are 

no drug laws yet in place. And let me 

just air it out for everyone to hear -- 

I’ve tried slink a few times. Yeah 

yeah, string me up. All the big names 

in orbitising have dabbled in a 

screwdown or two. My colleague 

Googie Griffin @GoogieG jokingly 

calls the Admosphere a “slink-tank.” 

Naysayers underestimate slink’s 

inspirational and galvanizing 

qualities. It plays a major role in our 

research at FeedBack @F33dBack 

and GOA @GOA, and we’re all the 

better for it.   

FF: But what about the addiction, 

abuse, and side effects that Phillip 

mentioned? 

Farrah Boyd: Yes that’s where I’d 

like to chime in, Mr. Fulbash. I’ve 

spent the last ten months working 

with recovering slink addicts. These 

“unwipables” have suffered the 

dopamine beating of a lifetime. Many 

come out of screwdowns with 

untamable withdrawal, cravings for 

more slink and/or some consumable 

product. I’ve seen addicts unravel 

from a slink and then drink enough 

Froth to drown their livers twice 

over. For others it’s gotta-have-it 

attacks over foods with high amounts 

of salt and cholesterol, like Chubby 

Sow pork rinds or twice-dipped 

cheeseburger chips. I’m making light 

of it for my own sanity, but it’s quite 

sad, really, how slink has created 

such dependence. Not to mention how 

it perpetuates our country’s hyper-

consumerism.   

WS: I think it’s worth mentioning, in 

fairness, that slink has come a long 

way since leaking onto the scene. 

Many of Dr. Boyd’s cases involve 

abusers of primitive slink. Those 

early cartridges contained flagrant 

brainwashing, rather than the more 

interactive experience slinkers crave 

today. Nowadays there are even 

reports about “lucid” slinking, where 
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the user can seize control of the 

advert and manipulate its marketing 

strategy. If this “Depot” can work 

out the kinks, there’s possibility for 

slink to have an educational or 

therapeutic function in the future.   

CM: Thanks, Whip. I’m glad others 

can glimpse the big picture. Many 

citizens wrote the drug off before it 

could evolve. For every tragic case 

you hear about in the news, there’s 

another success story happening 

behind the scenes. There’s cutting-

edge work being done to research 

slink’s medicinal value. It’s possible 

that slink could alleviate certain 

physical or psychological problems. 

At GOA, we’ve already experimented 

with special cartridges for appetite 

and eating disorders, depression, 

erectile dysfunction, anxiety, 

obsessive compulsivity, and bi-

polarity.  

FB: Mr. Monaco -- you’re a known 

lobbyist for slink’s legalization, who 

lives on a satellite in space outside of 

government jurisdiction. Your 

obvious bias discredits you. What 

would you say to the rumors I’ve 

heard? That Googie Griffin bought 

out the Depot? That you’ve 

essentially become a space pirate, 

smuggling FeedBack slink back to the 

Lost Angeles streets? It seems awfully 

convenient for an orbitising company 

to endorse a drug that stimulates 

consumption. 

FF: Please, Dr. Boyd. The Times 

assembled this groupshare in the 

hopes of avoiding rumors and these 

ad hominem arguments. 

CM: It’s fine, Frank. We’ve heard 

much worse at this point. There are 

all kinds of conspiracy theorists out 

there. Monoblogues about slink 

overdose. Forums about the drug as 

a means for enslaving the masses. 

Hell, I’ve seen tabloid spam claiming 

that one of GOA’s studizens suffered 

a slink-related death. I can assure 

you these claims are nothing more 

than rabble rousing and propaganda. 

As usual, people fear what they don’t 

understand. And Dr. Boyd’s opinion 

is also biased, whether she admits it 

or not. I mean, if I spent every day 

working as an addiction therapist, I 

would also be repulsed by slink. 
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Honestly, I appreciate hearing other 

perspectives. At FeedBack, we view 

intelligence as the ability to hold two 

opposing views in mind at the same 

time and still function.    

FF: Thank you, Caslon, for 

reiterating the ethos and integrity of 

this groupshare. Phillip -- tell us, 

what does the future hold for slink? 

PS: I think we can all agree that slink 

is on the brink. It’ll take a while, but I 

envision slink following the same 

path as powders and vapors. A black 

market will persist until the FDDA 

approves a version of the drug that 

can be taxed and regulated. These 

branded, mass-produced versions of 

slink will have to be weaker in 

dosage and safeguarded against the 

drug’s current volatility.  

FF: Thanks, Phillip. That’s all the 

time we have left for part I of the 

interview, but gleaners can stay tuned 

to the Times for more objective and 

up-to-date coverage on this important 

cultural phenomenon. TBCont… 

 

          …GET LOST ON…            G       2  
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Chapter 4 : From Junkie to Junker 

 
 Twain totally dreads being a junker. Every day, it’s the same knackered haps. 

Wake up dreamless out of tranq like a hot crackpot of fugue, then enjoy some intravenous 

Caffeinade for the ride down the tunnel lift. No one around to chirp with, and nothing too 

important to chirp about. Just coughing up somewhere near the loading dock, and then 

booking a launch with Phantasy in reception.  

 The Skyneedle used to get weekly and then monthly and then yearly visitors, but 

nowadays Phantasy just sits there and gawks around by herself. Everyone in the GOA 

groupshare changed after getting off the slink, but Twain knows Phantasy took it hardest 

to the heartdrive. Sometimes Twain has days with no pangs of hunger, or no humorous 

thoughts, but he suspects Phantasy has whole weeks without any feelings at all. She’s 

even less interested in smoothie than him, and starting to show the same signs as Lewel. 

When Twain taps into reception today, Phantasy’s is slug-plugged into this KaleidoPoker 

game on the projector. This is more activity than usual, so Twain decides to leave her to 

it. He uses her resting hand to book the launch, but she doesn’t even turn to inload him. 

 After that Twain bootstraps to the airwing, swipes his fingerprints, and gains 

access to the Mosquitoes. That’s what he calls the maintenance cruisers, Mosquitos, 

because of their long extensions of pointy tools and devices that look like proboscis and 

antennae. He would have picked, like, a fly or a bee or some shit, if it weren’t for the 

distinct fucking sound the Squitoes make. Like the highest pitch of buzzing detectable to 

the heardrum. Like zZzZ… zZzZ… zZzZ… the letter z to the millionth degree, just like a 

bunch of fucking zees reverberating and ricocheting off one another. Twain spends six 

hours a day inside the thorax of the bug, its squeaky whirr repeatedly vibrating inside his 
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head. He finds himself unconsciously scratching the insides of his ears, or sometimes just 

swatting at nothing in the air.  

 At first construction work sounded totally boss hog, because he would be, like, 

flying around in space and shit. At first Twain was like yeah whatever just please get him 

off the slink. All like fuck yeah he’ll take the dopamine plunge, not caring at all for the 

details or warnings about the yadda blah blah side effects. But after the hellabaloo of 

withdrawal and over a year of junking, Twain has basically become a total slave to 

FeedBack. Or he’s at least starting to feel a lot like one, which seems all the same thing to 

him anyway.  

 On days where Twain happens to get strong feelings, they’re ones of regret, 

anger, and fat-lipped jealousy. Resentful of Phantasy’s gobbly-gooked brain and dead-ass 

eyeballs. Resentful of the heinous decals the twins slap on the Squito bumpers. Resentful 

of Rhythm and Larkin and Jett, who seem to somehow still believe in GOA as a 

progressive institution. Resentful of Reveille, the little fucking slinker that could, and that 

sidekick fem box of his. “Reveille and Morning.” Twain resents how their names match, 

and how people think that’s all like cute and destined and fairytale. He resents Googie-tar 

and the Griffin suit he wears for the public, resents him for masking his corporation 

behind the front of scholarship and the academies. Resents his two-faced campaign for 

cleaner air, and his sellout developments with musty suits like Brunt & Trust. Twain 

resents Googie’s overnight change from a NewTopia stoner to a calculated bizness lizard. 

Resents Googie’s dissemination of slink, its effect on the groupshare, and most of all 

what it did to Lewel.  

 Sometimes Twain becomes so resentful that he can’t even work. He’ll get these 
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totally crazy ideas to vandalize or sabotage one of the adverts. Like maybe disconnect 

some of the LED lights to misspell words, make them dirty or offensive. Sometimes he 

wonders if he could, like, push one of them out of orbit or something. Maybe like 

towards another advert, as an extremely slow battering ram, or maybe cause a 

chromosphere one to drift into the sun’s inferno. On really emotional days, Twain has 

insane fantasies about the adverts melting, all oozing through the ozone like oil paint and 

viscous liquid metal. Other times he imagines himself dismembering each appendage and 

limb of the structures, one-by-one like he’s some juvie torturing a spider. When it gets, 

like, really bad, Twain overwhelms with the urge to kamikaze the Mosquito sucker-first 

into one of Googie’s filter drones, just to at least messy up the progress a bit.     

  But most of the time, Twain just swallows his yawns and lets his brain mush into 

autopilot. Today he zips a Mosquito into the starry black for some general upkeep. Uses 

the bug’s propulsion to approach the Admosphere for a thorough and proper sweep of the 

whole deal, collecting any debris or rubble that could fuck shit up. After that he cruises 

around to check on the filter drones, to take these important company readings and 

maybe replace a malfunctioning part. Sometimes there are specific work orders, to 

tighten a belt of lights on a certain advert, or to demolish a large obstruction of asteroids. 

But even in those rare ass occasions, the Mosquito does all of the work. Its built-in 

positioning and levering systems remove all traces of human error. A precision that turns 

even the construction of new adverts into a boring and rote activity, where Twain only 

exists to enter coordinates and punch a few buttons.  

 Today there’s an order for a new development, for the foundation and scaffolding 

of some hush hush on-the-downlow project. Twain’s been given access to a small grip of 
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prints, some of the gold that Rev’s steady cranking out. The prints are covered in these 

electronic stamps that say “in-progress” and “classified,” because apparently Googie and 

Rev are still tinkering out the deets or whatever. But regardless, the first few weeks of 

construction are always like hella boring, because all Twain does in the beginning is erect 

Googie’s hold-the-line signature from a collection of these identical stock pieces. Every 

letter of Googie’s name is broken up into a dozen parts, and it’s Twain’s job to put them 

together all like jigsaw puzzled. It was kind of righteous and important at first, but now 

it’s all oppressive and shit, like building someone else’s name and them getting all the 

credit. Plus, Twain thinks it’s kind of pussed and chunder to sign your name to nothing, 

to just assume the advert will be okey-dokey and up-to-Griffin-standards.  

 Twain spends five hours constructing the first bit of the signature’s underline. He 

has just started the descending arc of the letter ‘g,’ when he’s all of a sudden struck by 

this intense desire to slink again. He knows it’s probably a real dummy idea, which is fin 

to like totally bung up his whole nervous system, but he’s not really caring for much in 

the current haps. The GOA has turned into a bottomless pit of slog, this abyss of shits and 

fits where Twain just voids around and forgets he’s alive. He’s itching for a light screw, 

nothing too maney, just something to like unknot this monotony. Preferably something 

brief and basic, just a trip where he eats weird jellybeans and gets to come up with wacky 

flavor names, or where he totally can’t believe it’s not butter and then has existential 

quandaries about margarine and marmalade and spreadables in general. He thinks about 

how savvy it would be to go into a long consume, where he’s not caring at all for the 

produce. He imagines how dope it would be to not worry about prints or new 

developments or exhaustive lists of work orders.  
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 But then he’s totally cusses himself out when his daydream causes some complete 

fuckery. While his mind was wanderlusting, he has accidentally entered some faulty 

coordinates, and now the Mosquito is all like hazard and rankled. It starts this beeping 

and honking and all these repeated company warnings, which cause Twain’s brain to 

squeaky screech with his cray-cray ideas of death and destruction. That’s when he 

decides to call it a day. 

 As he’s bringing the Mosquito to a soft landing in the loading dock, he inloads 

something totally incongruous. Some ghastly fem who looks all sour milk and 

rancid rank, just like swishing and swashing around outside of reception like a ghoulish 

apparition. It doesn’t take him long to figure out that it’s Morning on a wipe. Twain 

exhales a gusting sigh when sees how Phantasy is just the same as before, all like 

ignoring everything around her. He bootstraps over there to find Morning blubbering a 

bunch of gibberish, while Phantasy just clicks and shuffles electronic cards on the screen. 

Twain looks around frantically, but has no way of knowing for sure if they’re being 

surveilled or not. He makes a game-time decision to act, throwing Morning into a 

fireman’s carry and schlepping her to a storage room in the back. She feels light and 

sharp like a duffle bag full of old bones and joints. A few spittles of her drool drip onto 

his shoulder, as she continuously flaps her nonsensical gums.  

 When he sets her down on a huge crate of supplies, she finally starts to be slightly 

intelligible in her rambling. She keeps spouting certain words, all gurgling about “Rev” 

and “Googie-tar” and “honeysuckles.” The circular pattern of her blather keeps ending 

with “tranq, tranq, just need some tranq.” Morning’s eyes are rolling back into her skull, 

so that Twain can only see the bottom crescents of her irises. “Tranq, tranq, just need 
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some tranq.” Like for shit’s sake, Twain thinks, like what the crike is all this bunk. He’s 

hella surprised when Morning reaches into the pocket of her baggy-ass tunic, and pulls 

out two slinks. These toothpick-sized ones, all like jittering around on her open palm. 

“Tranq, tranq, just need some tranq,” she keeps on saying.  

 This all seems, like, too good to be true for Twain, this illicit exchange that’s 

going down. If they’re being watched, which Twain takes for perma granted these days, 

then they’re totally bunged already. He needs to clamp Morning’s chirps shut because 

she’s starting to get hella loud and unruly. Twain’s lightweight salivating at the thought 

of slink, anyway, all like rushing to clutch even though he knows it’ll be a plastered 

disaster. Googie was hella stern about the dangers of retrogression, of slinking again after 

the dopamine plunge. This is real dummy, Twain thinks, all like proper rotten, he thinks, 

as he replaces the slinks in her palm with a few fat capsules of his tranq. Morning 

swallows them both without hesitation, in an audible glug-glug, without using water or 

anything. Then she all like wilts right then and there in the storage room. Her shoulders 

shudder and then stoop to a hunch, as her head slumps against the side of another crate. 

Her short stuttering breaths quickly turn into long wheezy snores, and Twain decides it’s 

best to book it out of there immediately. 

 On his way back to the tunnel lift, he hides the two slinks under his tongue, just in 

case he runs into Googie, or worse, that diddling twat Rev. Twain will have to 

screwdown post-haste, like maybe even right away, in order to destroy the evidence. He 

plans to lock the door to his quarters and then let the cleansweep’s shower steam up the 

whole room. It’s not a big deal, Twain thinks. Pssh yeah right, it’s like the biggest 

shittiest deal ever, he thinks, as he enters a pod in the tunnel lift. Well whatever then, it’s 
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done and all that anyhow. It’s not like he’s some webhead or some shit. It’s not like the 

slink ever killed anyone, he thinks. But as the lift whooshes him into upward oblivion, he   

remembers… wait, oh yeah, that’s right. It fucking killed Lewel. 
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Tech, Trade, & Traffic 
 
 FEEDBACK’S ‘STAR’ EMPLOYEE TO SERVE AS LITERAL 
 STAR IN UPCOMING SPACE ADVERT   
 
    BY  Franklin Fulbash @FFulbash 
     updated 7:17 AM PST, Mon Aug 22 
          
         - -  REVELRY HILLS  - -  
 

 Bubble*Shuttles Incorporated 

@BubbleShuttles made its name in 

space travel by promising passengers 

the “hustle without the bustle,” the 

“muscle without the guzzle,” and the 

“rumble without the bungle.” 

 But now with the help of 

Googie Griffin’s @GoogieG 

FeedBack Corporation @F33dBack, 

Bubble plans to create a “promotion 

with an explosion.” 

 Since its inception, FeedBack 

has experimented with many different 

orbitising strategies, often pushing 

the limits of what earthbound 

marketers thought was possible. 

 But never before has there 

been such a dangerous development 

plan. For the first time in its short 

history, FeedBack will use an actual 

human stuntman in the design and 

implementation of an advert.   

 Notable slinker Reveille 

Turner @RevItUp has agreed to 

“pilot” a shooting star meteoroid in 

a one-time orbitising spectacle. 

According to Griffin, Turner will 

attach to the meteoroid via an 

external pod, which will allow him to 

control its trajectory. 

 “There are clearly a lot of 

risks and liability issues,” Griffin 

said. “But with Bubble’s funding, 

we’ve been able to develop the 

technology that can deal with 

extremely high temperatures and G-

force levels.” 

 Unfortunately, Turner was 

unavailable for comment due to his 

tight research and training schedule. 
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Griffin spoke on his behalf, though, 

and explained the careful 

considerations that have gone into 

his plan. 

 “Machines have replaced men 

in so many capacities,” he said, “but 

in this case the variability and 

unpredictability require human 

improvisation for the correct 

precision. Because there is no room 

for error, Rev is repeatedly 

practicing the run through a 

controlled simulation. Rev is as eager 

as ever, but we’ve decided to hold off 

until we can reach a near 100% 

success rate.”       

 After my satellite conference 

with Griffin, I was fortunate enough 

to meet with Bubble*Shuttles CEO 

Daisuke Ichiban @Ichiban in his 

Revelry Hills hotel suite.  

 According to Ichiban, the 

shooting star advert will appear in 

the sky right before the winter 

holiday, to encourage families to 

book vacation launches. He could 

hardly contain his excitement, and 

repeatedly poured me small saucers 

of sake. 

 “My company has always 

championed the importance of 

innovation,” he said, “which is why 

we’re excited to work with Mr. 

Griffin-san and the cutting-edge 

orbitising strategies of FeedBack.”   

 Ichiban’s contract with 

FeedBack limited what he could 

divulge to the press, especially in 

terms of the technology and 

equipment used in the development. 

However, he was able to give the 

public a small preview of what to 

expect.  

 “Turner-san will eject from 

the meteoroid,” he said, “which will 

then cruise through the skies and 

collide with an ‘invisible net’ of thin 

scaffolding and wires. If the 

meteoroid successfully passes 

through the net, it should ignite a 

series of pyrotechnics. These 

explosive fireworks will form the 

outline of Bubble’s famous * 
insignia.” 
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 Ichiban hopes the advert’s 

success will lead to new business 

opportunities for both companies. 

 “Mastering the use of stellar 

kinematics will reap benefits for 

FeedBack,” he said, “possibly 

allowing for extended visual 

commercials in space.  

 “At Bubble*Shuttles, we’re 

more interested in the ease and safety 

of Turner’s stunt. If people can be 

easily trained to pilot meteoroids, we 

might be able to create interactive 

rides or interstellar roller coasters. 

 “The sky is no longer the 

limit! We already have our brightest 

working on prints for a satellite 

amusement park. We’d love to open a 

whole entertainment branch, to 

produce additional attractions for 

our launches. I guess you could say 

it’s coming ‘to a galaxy near you.’” 

 Ichiban poured us both ample 

refills of sake. When I asked if he had 

someone in mind to spearhead the 

entertainment branch, he smiled and 

lit up his glinting eyes. With a raise 

of the sake saucer, he proposed a 

toast. 

 “To Reveille Turner!” 

CONT! 
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Chapter 5 : Not His Strongest Test-Run 

 
 “That was great, [Reveille],” says Googie-tar. “Savvy as they come. It seems like 

glider is becoming your favorite position. We’ll need to sim more runs in luge, surf, 

sidecar, and traditional cockpit, of course, but it looks like we got a winner. You’re like a 

goddamn flying squirrel with that glider shit.” 

 It’s post-crash in the sim. Rev floats in the black, arms stretched out in front of 

him like a space cadet superhero. He can still feel this invisible halo of heat all around 

him, like an incubated forcefield or some shit. There’s a slight pinching effect, too, as if 

there’s a vice around the forcefield that’s just starting to tighten up. It reminds Rev of the 

electric blankey from his childhood, of the way his elderweight mother would wrap him 

up all snug-hug like a microwaved burrito. It’s a truly vivid association in his mind. One 

of those Googie Griffin touches that make you feel his signature on the slink.    

 Not his strongest test-run. Rev triggered his own release a fraction too early, 

which caused the shooter to dip in its trajectory. This meant there was a slight delay in 

sparking the pyrotechnics, where only the bottom part of the * lit up at first. It was a 

successful crash, though, where the roid catches nothing but net and Rev glides beneath 

the advert like a giant underpass.  
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 “Safety first, [Reveille],” says Googie-tar. “Sure, it’s nice if the logo ignites all at 

once, but only if you don’t ignite along with it. There are a million adverts, a million 

developments, a million Bubble*Shuttles, but there’s only one [Reveille] [Turner].”    

 Googie-tar is ubiquitous, like some savvy magician, spontaneously generating 

wherever he wants in the slink. First he’s riding on the roid with Rev, all straddling the 

top as a cowboy in a ten-gallon hat. Then when Rev’s making his approach, he’s 

suddenly pacing on the advert’s scaffolding with a whistle and clipboard, like some old-

timey P.E. instructor. During the crashing stage of the run, Googie-tar disintegrates and 

then rematerializes right next to Rev, all buddy-buddy rubby-rubby. Right now he’s 

hanging from the ankles of Rev’s space boots, dressed in the garb of a paratrooper and 

crackling commands to Rev through a novelty walkie-talkie. Sometimes Googie-tar can 

be a stern and snarly taskmaster, but at least he keeps it entertaining. Rev thinks back to 

being a freshie in the academies, and wishes more of his smiths were like Googie-tar, all 

speaking his language and motivating him proper. If that were the haps, then by now he’d 

probably be, like, the mayor of Lost Angeles or some shit. 

 “You deserve a break, [Reveille],” Googie-tar says. “Roger roger, that’s a big ten-

four. Some real R&R, soldier.” 

 Rev thinks about the test-runs, about how he desperately wants to perfect the 

glider position and put this whole stunt behind him. He’s just waiting for Googie-tar to 

see the proof in his shooting. He’s been racking up more consistent numbers, almost a 97 

percent success rate for crashes in the glide, but Googie-tar’s been stubbornly exhaustive 

and thorough with simulations. Each slink is 40 or 50 runs in various piloting positions, 

with all these variables mixed in for good measure. Sometimes there will be chunks of 
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run-off to be vaporized prior to crash, or sometimes Rev will be infected with flu-like 

symptoms in order to test his mental stamina. Most days it’s a hella savvy gas blast, 

because he’s raking in ₡redits as a dope-ass stuntman in space. Like, what’s not to dig 

about that, like total boss hog of course. But he has to admit to himself -- the slinks are 

getting, like, a wee bit rote and routine. He’s starting to feel like some crash test dummy, 

rather than a real slinker on a research screwdown. Like, could you please throw him a 

couple buffer slinks, [Googie-tar], some innocuous trips for Solar Pops or Warbucks or 

JR’s or please dude anything else? Rev has given up on speaking during the slink. He just 

thinks all the stuff he wants to say, and Googie-tar works his mental feedback into a 

constructive compromise. 

 “Alpha to Bravo, [Reveille],” Googie-tar says. “I’m reading you loud and clear.” 

 Rev really digs the way Googie-tar chirps his name, as if it could only be him and 

no one else. “Everyone needs a burst from the Bubble. So you’d like a tantalizing 

tangent, then? Let’s end this screw with a bang and get you unfizzled. I won’t take no for 

an answer, [Reveille]. Consider it an early eighteenth annie present! Over and out.” 

 Googie-tar lets go of Rev’s ankles and disappears into the shadow canopy of slink 

space, and then Rev is travelating alone through the slink-time continuum. It’s weird for 

Rev to think about being re-slinked, about some complete stranger on the Skyneedle 

changing out his cartridges. The black starry environment around him creases origami 

style into flat two-dimensional planes, and then twirls and unfolds into a whole new slink.  

 Then Rev is surfing his approach towards some totally sleezeball space brothel 

called Dojo Flojo, which has all these feather boas strewn about its Saturnal rings. More 

signature Griffin setting details that put Rev in the mood for some disbelief. Then he’s 
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tapped inside without warning, all rematerializing in this smoky parlor where a bunch of 

scrowed-out mannequin blokes are huffing and imbibing in vapors. Some wrinkled harpy 

of a madam appears in front of Rev, her corseted bosom like an ancient mountainous 

landscape. He’s starting to lightweight crave the smoothie.  

 This elderweight fem escorts his randy-ass self into the fluffing room, where he’s 

offered free range on a whole slough of adult products from ProQuettish. It’s a circular 

conveyer belt, where Rev can select items all dim sum style. There’s a bunch of standard 

toyz and S&M accoutrements, which Rev ignores in anticipation for new releases or 

experimental prototypes. When it comes to ProQuettish, Rev likes to push the limits of 

smoothie. He thinks of himself as an oversexed guinea pig for the new trends in smut. 

When the new releases begin to appear, Rev doesn’t even stop to inspect the recent 

merchandise. He just grabs the first two items he inloads: this fat tube of lubricant called 

Dingle’s Tingle and some glove-like device called the Featherweight Tickler. 

 And then he’s all tapping into one of the backrooms they use for smoothie. He’s 

greeted by his holowhore, a simulacrum of a fem designed around Rev’s sexual netviews, 

arousal triggers, and overall carnal preferences. She looks a bit like Morning, of course, 

since Morning accounts for like 60 percent of Rev’s foundational knowledge of 

smoothie. But the repressed and subconscious perversions of Rev’s netviews produce 

major differences, too, which makes him most hankered for active satisfaction. For 

starters this holowhore is sporting an academy uniform, like a spunky little studizen 

begging to catch it, something Rev knows would be unthinkable back in Morning’s 

Skyneedle quarters.  
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 This holowhore is wearing a nametag that says [Evening], which is kind of 

mindfucking Rev but also making him crucially gorged for smoothie. [Evening] is totally 

blown out of proportion, but in the best ways possible. [Evening] has Morning’s swan 

neck and sleek spool of a waist, but complements them with melon-like curvature. 

Breasts and hips that look heavy enough to fall off the frame or crack under pressure. 

Perky nipples that push through fabric and beg to be twerked. [Evening]’s cosmedication 

is out of control, as if a clown fashioned her face from clay and balloon animals. Huge 

duckbill collagen lips and long insectoid eyelashes. White contact lenswork to make her 

irises disappear, leaving only two beady pupils to wiggle about like plastic googly eyes. 

[Evening] is so fantastically hypothetical that she’s basically, like, impossible, which 

makes Rev even thirstier for her.  

 [Evening] sits Rev down, and then takes him out of his pants. There’s a phase of 

half-alive fondling, while she undresses and places his ProQuettish products to the side. 

After she cuffs Rev’s hands together behind the back of the chair, she applies the 

Dingle’s Tingle lubricant to various parts of her body. She works it into every nook and 

crevice of her lady lumps -- in between her breasts, her thighs, her buttocks, inside her 

armpits, all over the inner parts of her elbow and knee joints, in the areas where shoulder 

and clavicle meet fatty neck tissue. During her rubdown, Rev inloads the slogans and 

catchblurbs on the tube of lubricant: Vaginal Imitation Cream – Make Everything Feel 

Like An Orifice – Down nether there is now everywhere! Then [Evening] gives him an 

everywhere massage, which teases Rev to a heightened turgidity. He particularly enjoys 

the elbow and knee-jobs he receives, and is hella amazed at the cream’s accuracy. It’s 

such a savvy substitute that the thought of vaginal sex never even crosses his mind.  
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 Now that he’s full-on banana, it won’t be long before smoothie. [Evening] dons 

the Featherweight Tickler gloves, which essentially give her ten feathery talons instead of 

fingers. She uses her new downy digits to tease Rev and bring him to a delightfully 

frustrating edge. A series of horny brush strokes rising from the base of his shaft, 

combined with some come-hither tickling underneath the head. [Evening] chirps all kinds 

of randy-ass filth that’s foreign to Morning’s tongue. [Evening]’s voice is raspier, as if 

someone raked coals over Morning’s larynx. She gives Rev exaggerated compliments 

about his assets, and directs him about how and where to make smoothie. [Evening] 

wants it where and how no other woman would. While performing one last finger dance 

of feather fapping, [Evening] tells him to make smoothie on the feathers, so that she can 

let it drip into her mouth.  

 It’s all too much. Even for the savviest of slinky sexcapades. Even for this 

ultimate self-serving fantasy. Rev’s entire body squirms and wriggles with convulsion, as 

he makes it all over the feathers in a predictably powerful and fountainous cascade. An 

orgasmic sensation that dwarfs Morning’s best efforts. When using this new scale, 

smoothie with Morning ranks about as high as a savvy backrub. [Evening]’s visual 

gluttony continues, as she follows through on her promise for a proper cleanup. After she 

winks at Rev and begins with her loud slurping, the whole slink unfizzles and recorks 

into the sauna room of Griffin Skyneedle. 

 Rev is stuck in the slunk, at first, just sprawled out on the floor’s sweaty linoleum 

condensation. Two overhead light fixtures flicker and crackle above him. While he’s 

stuck in paralysis, Rev longingly inloads the nearby contents of his cleansweep caddy -- 

his two-liter bottle of Solar Cream Pop, his skivvies and tunic, his cocktail of over-the-
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counter pills and capsules. He’s perplexed at the sight of two other items, though, 

seemingly random and incongruous. Some half-empty tube of lotion, and something that 

resembles a feathered headdress.  

 Just as it’s all starting to come back to him, the slink cartridge trickles out of his 

heardrum. His eyes roll back into his lenswork, and his whole body shudders into 

reanimation. Now that Rev has regained functionality, he’s desperate to tap back into the 

Skyneedle, to be all mobile and motorized again. No time for nursing his withdrawal. 

Rev prides himself on screwing up just as hard as he screws down. Work hard, play hard. 

He must chirp with Googie, something very important, something about the glider 

position being a winner, about how he’s ready to stunt as soon as possible. No, he must 

get ready for his eighteenth annie, take care of his affairs, schedule a satellite chat with 

the elderweights.  

 No, he must find Morning, of course. They only have inactive overlap for like a 

day, a day and a half at the most. She’s surely wiped by now, he hopes, and plus maybe 

they can chill each other out. She’s likely up and at ‘em already, he thinks, likely all 

clued into the current haps with FeedBack. It’s been a hot minute. The two of them have, 

like, so much to chirp about. Maybe she can tell him what’s up with the all the lube and 

feathers.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
	  


